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ۡن َ�َذاٍب أَ�ِ�مٖ  Q
َرٖة Kُ�Iِ�Eُم  ٰIَِE �ٰ�َ�َ ۡمKُGُ�وْا َھۡل أَُد�
�Tَ ٱ�8ِذ�َن َءاَ G�َU ٓ ٰ�َ 
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ونَ َُ��ۡEَ ۡمEُ�Kُ ۡم إِنKُ8� ۡ�ٞرYَ 
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�َِك ٱDَ�ۡۡوُز ٱۡ�َ�ِظ�مُ  ِت َ�ۡدٖنۚ َذٰ ٰ8�Iَ 
ِر ٱۡ�ُ
ۡؤِ
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ِ�GوTَ�َۖ� َ�ۡ�ٞر Eُ َرٰىYُۡأ 

 
« O You who believe! Shall I guide you to a commerce that will save you from a 
painful torment. 
That you believe in Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad SAW), and that you 
strive hard and fight in the Cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives, that 
will be better for you, if you but know! 
(If you do so) He will forgive you your sins, and admit you into Gardens under 
which rivers flow, and pleasant dwelling in Gardens of 'Adn - Eternity ['Adn 
(Edn) Paradise], that is indeed the great success. 
And also (He will give you) another (blessing) which you love, help from Allah 
(against your enemies) and a near victory. And give glad tidings (O Muhammad 
SAW) to the believers.» 
Surah 61 As-Saf:v10-13 
 
 
IBN THÉMIA INSTITUTE AND MOSQUE PROJECT IN FOUMBAN CAMEROON 
 
Youtube Link 
https://youtu.be/UJGPKA7To3A 
 
IBN THÉMIA INSTITUTE is a an institute where various graduated students of 
knowledge from Islamic universities are teaching the correct creed of belief and the 
Manhaj of the pious predecessors. 
 
It's now about a decade that the institute is functioning and it has produced 
over the period good results with regards to spreading the correct Aqidah and 
Manhaj among the overwhelming Muslim population of the department of Noun 
in the West part of Cameroon. Though surrounded by hostile Soufis and other 
innovators groups, the institute stood firm in reviving the true Islamic teaching 
among the population. 
 
All praises are due to Allãh Who pave the way to that success. 
Looking at the inconvenient state of classroom, the staff has proposed to improved 
the conditions of studies through the current project which aims at increasing to 
number male and female students acquiring knowledge at the institute. 
We hope that the finishing of this project will be beneficial to the Noun Muslim 
populations who make about 90% of the inhabitants in the region. 
 
  



 
May Allãh reward you tremendously for your prayers and contributions and make it a 
way for you at entering in His Mercy on this earth and in the hereafter. 
Âmîne  
 
Contact person on the ground 
 
Mvuh Moulioum Yaya (Director of the institute) 
☎  +237-698396279 
☎  +237-671220106 
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True success comes from Allãh Alone 
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